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 It covers the pros and disadvantages of antibiotics and vaccinations and looks at natural ways to
boost immune function.This text introduces readers to the concept of orthomolecular medicine
to manage their family's health. It offers information on healthy eating and ways to protect kids
from a toxic environment.
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Critical information for Caregivers This book ought to be read by every parent, expecting parent
and grandparent of a one. THANK YOU!!as quickly as possible as price is about to double. These
authors make nothing from you being unwell.I actually also recommend The Supplement Cure
for Infant and Toddler Health.For those serious in staying healthy for a long time buy  It's been
of great help!Remember Doctors, and drug businesses make money keeping your family ill.
Every parents must read this.! Invaluable health information in this book.Thanks to both of you.
Five Stars great! (**This kindle edition is not 100% properly formatted, but that didn't make it
difficult to read. Some of the webpages don't flow plus some charts didn't line up, but another
reviewer got warned me of the. If this will be a issue for you I would certainly buy the hard copy.
Another pearl of wisdom from Andrew Saul. **)I recommend reading this publication. It gives me
hope that someday our health, and our children's health, won't be recommended to us via
presciption. The solution doesn't lie in a doctor's office. Simplly explained and well investigated.
This book imparts vital information to help obtain your family well on your way to
understanding what's necessary to live a better, healthier life through supplement
supplementation and better meals choices. Every Library Needs. I needed the Kindle version so I
bought it regardless of the issues, and I was fine with it as formatted. This book was a breeze to
learn, easy to understand and easy to assimilate into day to day life.We've been in the health
food business for a long time and these three books, alongside publications by Dr.Thank you for
the information.a> After pursuing many leads I discovered a Dr. I read this over the span of a
week. Best Health and fitness Book Ever!qid=1444740719& What works for kids is wonderful
for big kids as well! This eye-opening publication will send you on a journey to take the
experience of an eternity toward taking responsibility on your own wellness.sr=8-2& You won't
have the ability to put this book down until you are completed! Excellent Resource, but don't get
in Kindle version Excellent resource, with plenty of data to aid position of mega-doses of
vitamins for children and adults. You will end up so excited at finding something that really
works that you will want to purchase dozens of copies to give to every member of your family
and friends at Christmas, birthdays and throughout the year! This is actually the best news I've
noticed in my lifetime! I experienced heard from Dr. Linus Pauling that Supplement C was pretty
special, but you will learn the dosage quantities, how all of the vitamins work together, and how
to avoid toxic substitute health products like antibiotics and vaccines. This book is worth a
million dollars! Become familiar with that eating well may not be sufficient to keep you
healthful. Than the right actions. You will highlight half of this book! You will have a few past
due nights reading this champion! <a href="http://www.amazon.com/Vitamin-Cure-Childrens-
Health-Problems-ebook/dp/B0074OVA2C/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8& Greatest nutrition, health and
wellness book I've ever read. Did you know it's possible to reside in optimum
health?keywords=the+vitamin+treat"< Excellent information We have to get our power back
and this book may be the beginning of my journey on this path. outstanding book There is
absolutely no other book that gives information regarding dosages for children. Authors are
wonderful and they definitely empowered me to deal with my family's wellness. Makes a
fantastic present! You will go through it again and again and refer back again to it constantly. DO
NOT get the Kindle edition -- with the tables & inset text message boxes, this does NOT transfer
to the Kindle perfectly, and you will find that you can't read the recommended doses. Am
returning the Kindle edition for the actual publication. Great book! Great book, it is a crime that
stuff is not taught in school. It's been of great help! The target is to stay From the doctor's
office.The Orthomolecular Treatment of Chronic Disease: 65 Experts on Therapeutic and
Preventive Diet  After watching Meals Matters, I continued a hunt for more info regarding proper



nutrition and supplementation for our family. Amen are truly groundbreaking.! The right path.
Your health is worth a lot more. This book was amazing and so helpful. I'm uncertain about the
others of you but I place my children's health first and foremost. Reading this publication helped
my understand that though I was feeding them great food and as many servings as I possibly
could, they still weren't obtaining the proper quantity and levels. Easy to read and nothing to
market but the sense of empowerment. by the name of Scott Shannon. He recommended a
medical micronutrient that functions at a therapeutic and fortifying level for children's nutrition.
The merchandise goes by the name Daily Important Nutrients by the company Hardy
Nutritionals. His suggestion offers helped me and my family tremendously. Many thanks so
much for composing this publication it really helped stage me in the right direction. Five Stars
Every parent should read Five Stars every parent needs this book
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